
Get access to data that 
indicates the purchasing 
intentions of your 
potential customers.

To succeed in the competitive 
marketplace, you need to be able to 
cut through the marketing noise. Using 
buyer intent data, you can scope out the 
signals given off by your ideal prospects 
so you can understand how actively 
they are engaging with your product or 
service online.

• Scope out what your prospects are 
interested in

• Identify where your prospects are in 
their buyer cycle

• Monitor prospects’ online behaviour to 
map their sales journey

Track up to 800 intent signals for 
maximum coverage with Lead Onion’s 
Intent signal tool. You can monitor signals 

which are triggered by a prospect’s 
online activity and are happening long 
before your prospects have visited your 
website, submitted a form or got in 
contact with you.

With Intent signals, you can create 
a direct line to the prospects in your 
marketplace who match your customer 
personas and are in the hunting process 
for what you’re selling.

Identifying prospective leads at an early 
stage and finding leads that are actively 
interacting with your industry and are 
interested in purchasing your product 
or service can give your organisation a 
significant competitive advantage.

With Lead Onion, you’ve 
got a single platform that 
delivers you first, second 
and third data intent 
signals in one simple 
dashboard”

How Intent Signals Can Help You:

What Can You Track with the 6 in 1 Intent Signal Tool?

80% 
Over

81% of prospects are doing the 
research online before they 
ever contact a vendor

of customers said they 
want B2B services to get 
to know them and figure 
out the right time to 
approach them
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Intent Signals

Download our guide The 7 Secrets Of Mastering Buyer Intent Marketing  
and find out how you can:

Are you ready to supercharge your prospecting?

Save time Save money

Scale fast Sell more
Download Guide

Why Intent Signals  
are key to Prospecting

Access to Unprecedented Amount of Data:
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to monitor all 6 
types of buyer 
intent

Pinpoint prospective leads that are 
engaging with your competitors online, 
based on your specified keywords

Search by industry-specific keywords to 
identify interested leads

Track any movement in the decision-
making process and learn when these 
organisations may start researching 
new products

Track official hashtags or event online 
check-ins from relevant organisations

Keep tabs on expansions, access to 
new funding or changes in leadership

Find relevant organisations that are 
investing in new technology to  send 
them competitive offers, or propose 
complementary services 

to monitor 
intent topics 

to highlight high-
value content 
consumption data

so you know which 
organisations are  
in buying mode

Monitoring your prospects’ online behaviour through intent data will help you generate 
targeted leads for your sales and marketing teams. Let your sales team build sales 
cadences and set up appropriate timelines using precise data.

With Lead Onion’s reveal function, you can get complete B2B contact records, including 
email, title and contact numbers in a single dashboard. 

Get instant results from publicly 
available third party data with 
Lead Onion. Through integration 
with industry-leading data 
company Leadsift, you can get 
data from online sources and 
major social media platforms 
such as Twitter, Facebook, Linked 
In and more.
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